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All Settings
Prepared

*Follow the dress
code.

Respect

*Respect others
personal space
and property.

Morning

Classroom

Hallway

*Get off the bus
and go directly
into the front
doors of the
school and into
the assigned
area: 7th gradeif eating
breakfast go
directly to the
cafeteria.
When finished
eating return to
Gym A. Choose
a seat and stay
in it.
8th grade report directly
to Gym B,
When
dismissed for
breakfast at
7:15 go directly
to cafeteria.
When finished
eating return
directly to Gym
B. Choose a
seat and stay in
it.
*Voice level: 2
*Keep hands and
feet to yourself.
*Give full
attention and

*Have
required
books,
assignments
and supplies
when class
begins
*Be in your
seat ready for
instruction
when the bell
rings
*Get
organized
*Follow dress
code

*Walk on the
right side and
keep moving
* Go directly to
your destination
*Get everything
needed in an
appropriate
amount of time
*Turn off all
electronic
devices and store
in locker at the
beginning of the
day.
* Keep locker
organized and
free of food items

* Use the
restroom
during passing
periods.

*Go directly to
the Commons/
Cafeteria.
*Bring your
lunch money,
and supplies
before arriving.
*Choose a seat
and stay in that
seat.
*Return directly
to class when
done

*Sit down as
soon as you
enter.
*Wait to be
called to get in
line.
*Netbooks in
case.
* Know your id
number.
* Deposit
money into
your account
regularly.
*Voice level: 1

* Be in
designated area
according to
bus or parent
pick up (Gym or
out front).
* Keep hands,
feet, and objects
to yourself
while waiting
for bus.
* When
WALKING to
bus, stay on
sidewalk.
*Have all
materials to go
home.
* Voice Level: 2

*Remove hat
upon entering
the building
*Use voice level

*Do your
business and
get out!

*Keep hands and
feet to yourself

*Wait your turn
to be called and
in line.
*Give full

* Keep North
Junior High
clean.
*Respond

*Choose kind
words and
actions toward
peers and

Restroom

Commons

Cafeteria

Bus Lanes
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respond
positively to
supervisor's
instructions.
*Keep food and
drink in the
cafeteria.

adults
*Keep hands
and feet to
yourself
*Get teacher
recognition
before speaking
*Use appropriate
tone, volume and
language

one or two
*Keep hands
and feet to
yourself
*Close lockers
gently

*Keep your
hands and feet to
yourself.
*Use Voice level
two.

Integrity

*Stay in
designated
area.
*Stay in
designated area
unless you have
permission and
a written pass.

*Greet peers
and adults
respectfully

*Wash your
hands
thoroughly.
*Throw away
any trash.
*Flush toilet
after use.

*Respond
positively to
supervisors’
signals or
directions
*Stay in
designated
area.

*Have a positive
attitude
towards adults
and peers.

Determined

*Keep Gym area
clean and pick
up all trash.

*Conduct
yourself in an
honest,
trustworthy
and ethical
manner
*Respond
positively to
redirection
*Make choices
that allow
learning to
occur.
*Set personal
goals
*Solve
problems that
act as barriers
to achieving
goals

positively to
supervisor’s
instruction
*Use
appropriate
language and
voice level.
*Get on the bus
at the
designated
time.
*Respond
positively to
bus driver and
their directions.
*Be respectful
of the
landscape.
*Voice Level: 2
*Conduct
yourself in a
responsible
manner.

*Get to each
class on time
*Organize your
time and stay
focused in the
hall.

*Keep the
facility free of
writing on the
stalls

*Leave space
clean and chairs
neat and
pushed up to
tables.

*Leave space
cleaner than
you found it.

*Keep the bus
clean and free
of trash.

*Be responsible
for your own
actions.

*Use your time
wisely.

attention to
lunch
personnel.
*Respond
positively to
supervisor's
instruction
* Clean up your
table before
dismissal.
*When leaving
the cafeteria,
walk on the
right hand side
and go directly
to the commons
area.
*Voice level: 1.
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Excel

*Be willing to
report bullying.

*When bell rings
wait to be
dismissed by
Gym supervisors.
*Stay in your seat
and use
appropriate
language.
*Keep voice level
at 2

*Make and
participate in
appropriate
choices based
on personal
preferences and
interests
*Create action
plans to achieve
goals
*Self regulate
and self
monitor actions
*Stay focused
and pay
attention in
class
*Stay organized
*Take
advantage of all
classroom
opportunities
including extra
credit
*If at first you
do not succeed keep trying!

*Keep hallways
clean
*Assist a
student in need

*Be willing to
report
inappropriate
conduct in the
restroom

* Be personable
and friendly.

*Be personable
and friendly.
*Make healthy
lunch choices.

*Stay in your
seat.
*Keep voice
level to a 2 and
use appropriate
language.

